Fonts by David Kerkhoff - License & FAQ
First of all Thank you for choosing one of my fonts! I hope
you will enjoy it!
Most of my fonts are donationware. That means, in order to
use them commercially or non-commercially, you will have to
make a donation. Donations can be made through PayPal.
The payout account is hanoded@gmail.com.
Alternatively you can use the 'Donate to author' button next
to the font on DaFont.com or fontspace.com

--Donationware and donations
+ Q: What is 'donationware'?
+ A: Donationware means you are free to download software,
fonts, pictures, etc, but when you are going to use them, you
will have to make a donation. The donation amount is entirely
up to you, there are no set prices.
*****************************************************************
BUT.... Due to costs involved when using PayPal, I will not
accept any donations less than 1 US$.
*****************************************************************
+ Q: I am only interested in using a couple of glyphs in your
font. Do I still have to make a donation?
+ A: Yes, you do. After you make a donation, you can use the
entire font as you like, or just a couple of glyphs.
+ Q: I am going to use your font in a school project. Do I still
need to make a donation?
+ A: Yes, you do.
+ Q: I am going to use your font on my computer only. I am not
going to use it for anything else. Do I still need to make a
donation?
+ A: Well, technically, yes. But I am not going to check every
single computer for use of my fonts, so I guess you'll get
away with that...
+ Q: I am a web-designer and want to use your fonts for
several websites. Do I need to make several donations?
+ A: That would be nice, but you won't have to. After one
donation you can use the chosen font as you like. If you use
several fonts, you will have to donate for each font used!

Copyright and terms of use
+ Q: Are you (David Kerkhoff - a.k.a. Hanoded) the copyright
holder of all of your fonts?
+ A: Yes, I am. That means you won't have to worry about
copyright issues when using my fonts.
+ Q: I want to use your font in a book/magazine/paper/other
printed media, is that ok?
+ A: Yes, of course.
+ Q: I am the CEO of a HUGE company and I would like to use
your fonts for a massive publicity campaign/advertisement/
my products. Is that ok?
+ A: Yes, of course; You can donate accordingly j
+ Q: I am the CEO of a company involved in mining/
deforestation/oil and gas drilling/hunting/pornography/
abuse of workers/etc. Can I still use your fonts?
+ A: NO, not by any means. Read this carefully: YOU CANNOT use
my fonts. Period! c
+ Q: I like your font, but I want to change it completely. Is
that ok?
+ A: No. You cannot change my fonts. t
+ Q: do I need to credit you when i use one of your fonts?
+ A: That would be very nice, but you don't really have to.

--Miscellaneous
+ Q: I want a personalized font. Can you build me one?
+ A: I might actually do that. Just mail me at
hanoded@gmail.com and tell me what you're looking for. I
won't make any promises, though, as font-making is very time
consuming.
+ Q: I have used your font for an amazing project/product/
website. Can I show you what I made?
+ A: Yes, please! Send me a link or a picture!
--fonts used for this ReadMe file:
* Text: Single malta
* smilies: sketchy smiley

